Very slowly and freely

The witch does-n't live in the crusts of bread, no not in the bread, no

a bit faster, gaining speed little by little

not in the crusts. The witch does-n't live in the crusts of bread, no not in the bread crusts.

Slower again \( \dot{\text{\textcdot}} = 72 \)  

The witch does-n't live in the crusts of bread, no

beckoning the child to join in

not in the bread, no not in the crusts. The witch does - n't live in the

not in the crusts. The witch does - n't live in the crusts of bread, no

crusts of bread, no not in the bread crusts.

She's
She's holed up in her mountain castle, dining on caviar,

holed up in her mountain castle, dining on caviar,

dining on dining on dining on dining on dining on caviar,

dining on dining on dining on dining on dining on caviar,

dining on dining on dining on dining on dining on caviar.

The witch doesn't live in the crusts of bread, no
crusts of bread, no not in the bread, no not in the crusts. The
not in the bread, no not in the crusts. The witch does - n't live in the
crusts of bread, no not in the bread crusts. Who'd
w

chords

chords

chords

chords

Who'd think she would deign to spend time a-mong
think she would deign to spend time a-mong us? Who'd
Chld. K

Who'd think she would deign
to spend time among us?

The witch doesn't live
in the crusts of bread, no

no not in the crusts! The witch doesn't live in the crusts of bread, no

no not in the crusts! The witch doesn't live in the crusts.
witch doesn't live in the crusts of bread, no not in the bread crusts.

crusts of bread, no not in the bread crusts. not in the bread crusts.